MCCLOSKEY INTERNATIONAL IS LOOKING FOR A MECHANICAL ASSEMBLER!

McCloskey International is a world leader in the design and manufacture of innovative screening,
conveying, crushing, and trommel equipment. This heavy industrial equipment is used in the topsoil,
composting, recycling, landscaping, construction, demolition, and aggregate industries. Our
Peterborough team consists of over 300 dedicated employees who work to consistently create topquality products and deliver them to our satisfied customers world-wide.
This is a permanent, full-time opportunity. We offer competitive wages, health and other benefits,
and a pension plan. McCloskey International offers not just a job, but a career.
JOB SUMMARY
The Mechanical Assembler is responsible for assembling and testing electro-mechanical
subassemblies and systems for our industrial equipment.
JOB DUTIES
• Assemble, fit and install prefabricated parts to form subassemblies or finish products using
hand and power tools;
• Assemble and test electro-mechanical subassemblies and systems;
• Position, align and adjust parts for proper fit and assembly and connect cables, tubes and
wires;
• Bolt, screw, clip, weld, solder, or otherwise fasten parts and components together using
hand and power tools and equipment;
• Lubricate, clean, maintain, and repair machinery, equipment, and tools;
• Grind, scrape, sand, or polish surfaces using abrasive tools or machines;
• Follow manufacturing and processing procedures, set machine or equipment controls, carry
out production and inspection processes;
• Ensure outputs meet production schedules, safety and quality standards, as well as customer
needs;
• Operate cranes and forklifts to transport or position larger parts as needed;
• Closely monitor machines for signs of problems while ensuring output is meeting set
specifications;
• Ensure proper use of required personal protective equipment at all times.
JOB REQUIREMENTS
• Two (2) years of related experience;
• Provide own tools;
• Ability to lift heavy objects, walk, and stand for long periods of time;
• Ability to perform strenuous physical labour.
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In return for your contributions, we offer an environment that supports and recognizes your
professional growth. In addition, we provide competitive compensation, including group benefits and
retirement saving plan.
Please note: The above statement reflects the general details considered necessary to describe the
principal functions of the job identified and shall not be considered as a conclusive description of all
work required in the job.

COVID-19 Statement: McCloskey International is dedicated to ensuring the health and safety of all our employees. We
screen each person upon entry to the workplace and follow local Health Unit guidelines to ensure a safe working
environment. Masks and distancing within the facility help to prevent any potential spread of illness, along with numerous
other methods of reducing possible transmission.
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